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The Very Large Array is a radio telescope in a
remote area of western New Mexico. An array
is a single telescope made out of multiple satellite dishes. The satellite dishes move in and
out on tracks to focus on different distant points
in the solar system. These multiple dishes are
functioning together to look at one single point,
the combined powers of the satellite dishes
results in a sharper focus.
This book is an array. The objects included
are my observations, interests, experiences
and ideas. My thesis is a point in the distance,
and I am looking at it using these multiple
sources for greater clarity.
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I-95 runs North-South along the Atlantic Coast
of the US. I grew up in Washington D.C.,
somewhere near the middle of the interstate.
In 1791, D.C. was built in the middle of the
coast to foster a feeling of unity between the
North and South of the United States. The
government believed this location would help
to avoid a civil war, which seemed imminent.
(The Civil War happened anyways). Growing
up, I routinely traveled up and down I-95 to visit
family and friends. By the time I graduated college I had probably driven an average of
2,000 miles per year on I-95 alone.
When I moved to West Texas in 2009,
I became familiar with a new interstate, I-10.
This interstate was built on an East-West
axis, with end points in Los Angeles, California
and Jacksonville, Florida. It is the southernmost East-West interstate in the US. When you
are driving on it outside of El Paso, Texas,
you can see streets and homes in Juarez, MX.
Your phone sometimes switches to a Mexican
service provider and charges you roaming rates.
I lived in Texas for seven years, and eventually, I ended up driving the entire length of
I-10, coast to coast.
The landscape of the United States in my
head has been shaped by these two major highways. It wasn’t until I got to the end of I-10
in Santa Monica and was looking at the horizon
over the Pacific Ocean that I realized how true
that is. I thought of how many stories end with
the hero riding off into the sunset.

An incomplete list of movies and books that end
with the hero riding off into the West (often used
as a metaphor for death):
The Lord of the Rings Trilogy ends when Frodo,
Bilbo and Gandalf join the Elves as they sail
west to The Undying Lands.

Perhaps as a nod to LOTR, in Game of Thrones
(the TV show) Arya ends up taking a ship to
the unknown lands in the West.
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker ends with Rey
and BB-8 watching the double Sunset on the
planet of Tatooine.

Thelma and Louise ends when they drive off the
edge of the Grand Canyon rather than get
caught. In some ways it ties together the idea
that the West represents freedom, and also
how reinforces how ‘fading into the West’ can
be used as a metaphor for death.

Blazing Saddles ends with the cowboys satirically
riding their horses into the sunset, only to
dismount at a nearby parked limousine and
finish the journey by car.

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade is the last of
the trilogy and has a classic ‘riding into the
sunset’ finale.

Stagecoach ends with John Wayne’s iconic
outlaw character, Ringo Kid, riding to freedom
(with his girl) through Monument Valley.

Fievel Goes West is a cartoon western. The ending
has the young hero and the wizened old
sheriff watching the sunset together. The sheriff tells Fievel to remember that ‘one man’s
sunset is another man’s dawn.’

Mad Max ends with a view of the road from
the driver’s seat of Max’s V8 Interceptor.
Rather than a gentle amble into the west, he
is speeding towards the horizon in a fury.
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Sunset Index (project B) is a website that uses
third party webcams to stream the sunset live.
The website switches to a different camera
every hour or so, to follow the Sun. In doing so,
the site is constantly circumnavigating
the globe.

A slow refresh-rate webcam shows a still
image of a place that refreshes every 30 seconds
or so. The viewer watches online and waits to
see what has changed on their screen. Perhaps
there is a breeze and a tree has moved, or a
cloud. Perhaps a person who was walking across
the frame is now gone. The webcam enhances
these small observations. While much of the
internet strives to speed things up, webcams are
moving at the pace of the real world.
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I first encountered a faux rock while flipping
through SkyMall on a flight somewhere.
The fake rock was for sale. It was practically
the same height as the soccer mom—she
was holding the hollow plastic form a few feet
above the ground so you could see the pipes
that it was disguising. It came in different
colors, grey or tan, to match the natural rocks
in the area.
Rocks are not something that are largely
valued by contemporary American culture,
unless they can be mined for a mineral that is
especially useful for something. Sometimes
rocks that are particularly striking in appearance are valued for aesthetic reasons, such as
Elephant Rock in Presidio County, Texas (it
sort of looks like an elephant). Occasionally
a rock will mark the location of a historic
event, such as King Philip’s Seat on Mt. Hope
in Rhode Island.
There is such a large amount of energy
expended to make a fake rock, a sad imitation
of something that is naturally everywhere.
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A Stone Is Nobody’s
by Russell Edson
A man ambushed a stone. Caught it.
Made it a prisoner.
Put it in a dark room and stood guard over it
for the rest of his life.
His mother asked why.
He said, because it’s held captive,
because it is captured.
Look, the stone is asleep, she said,
it does not know whether it’s in a garden or not.
Eternity and the stone are mother and daughter;
it is you who are getting old.
The stone is only sleeping.
But I caught it, mother,
it is mine by conquest, he said.
A stone is nobody’s, not even its own.
It is you who are conquered; you are minding the
prisoner, which is yourself, because you are afraid
to go out, she said.
Yes yes, I am afraid, because you have never
loved me, he said.
Which is true, because you have always been
to me as the stone is to you, she said.
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In Futami, Japan I visited Meoto Iwa, also called
the Married Couple Rocks. These two rocks are
in the ocean, at low tide the waves lap near their
feet. The two rocks are just meters apart, but
are connected by a massive straw rope. According to Shinto religion the rocks are the parents
of all of Japan, land and people. They are located
very close to the Grand Shrine of Ise, which is
the heart of the Shinto religion.
There are many cultures and religions that
value rocks for their spiritual qualities. In some
South American mythologies the Apus are the
spirits of the mountains, rocks and caves. To the
Aboriginal Australians, many features of the
landscape, including the famous rock Uluru, are
sacred. A Shinto Kami is a spirit that may live
in a tree, rock or other natural feature.
At the Grand Shrine of Ise people pray to
the Kami, who live in the rocks and trees. Rocks
that have been worshiped for thousands of
years show wear from so many hands rubbing
them for luck. Trees wear bamboo armor to
protect their bark from being worn down.
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Donald Judd bought 40,000 acres of mostly
undeveloped land south of Marfa, Texas
between the years 1976 and 1991. His largest
ranch home is also the most remote, called
Las Casas, the compound is comprised of several modest adobe structures, an outdoor
sculpture and horse stables. When Judd died,
in 1994, he was buried in an unmarked
grave next to the ornately carved headstone
of the rancher who lived there before him.
If you walk from these two graves down the
slope to the arroyo, you can walk for five
minutes and arrive at a cave. Inside the cave is
a simple petroglyph of a hand. It looks like
it could have been done five years ago, but it
is likely 500 –1,000 years old.
I have seen other petroglyphs in the
Southwest, at historic sites like Chaco Canyon
and the Gila. On those trips, I first arrived
at a visitors center and usually followed some
signage. I would learn some history about
the site from reading a brochure. But this was
different. The cave outside of Las Casas is
extremely remote, you can’t see any other structures around it for miles. This cave is sitting
in the desert, markedly isolated. I have no idea
who first made the mark, or why, but it is
easy to imagine. I can see myself camping in
this cave, and leaving my own mark, the
same way I write my name in wet cement on
the sidewalk.

Many years ago I read River of Shadows by
Rebecca Solnit, a biography of the photographer
Eadweard Muybridge. The truth is I don’t
even know if I ever finished the book. I certainly
don’t remember the details of Muybridge’s
complicated life, but what really stuck with me
was the introduction essay. In The Annihilation
of Time and Space, Solnit talks about the ways in
which technology, like photography, changed
the way that humans perceive time and distance.
In the essay, she quotes a letter written by a
girl who rode a train for the first time. She says
‘When I closed my eyes this sensation of flying was quite delightful, and strange beyond
description.’
Solnit’s essay was what came to mind years
later, when I read The Fisherman of the Inland Sea,
by Ursula K. Le Guin. The story begins with
the narrator offering the explanation that “story
is our only boat for sailing on the river of time.”
Le Guin’s story is fictional, but it also deals with
the ways that technology shrinks distances,
and the complications that come with that.
I combined both of these texts into one book
called On The River of Time (project C). The two
stories can be read linearly. There is a third voice
in the book, mine. This voice is hand written,
these notes draw literal lines between passages
that talk to one another, and makes observations. The hand drawn lines jump spreads and
pass over pages. Following an annotation,
you may be going back to a spread where you
already were, or ahead to a page that you
have not yet read.
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Sunday night, January 19th, around 10:20pm,
I am scrolling through my Instagram stories and
see that my friend Ian is hosting his monthly
radio show, Third Sunday from the Sun, on KRTS
Marfa Public Radio. I go to marfapublicradio.org
and hit the live stream button. I text him ‘Just
tuned in ,’ and he replies ‘ .’
As I listen to the radio 2,255 miles away,
I am getting ready for bed—already wearing my
sweatpants, brushing my teeth. Where I am
listening in Rhode Island the sun set over five
hours ago, in Marfa it is one hour earlier, but
it’s only been dark a little while, the night is still
young. Between songs Ian mentions that it’s
a good night for music in town. There is a great
band playing at the local bar, The Lost Horse.
I imagine my friends in Texas strolling into the
bar through the heavy metal door under the
neon sign reading simply: ‘BEER.’ I can practically smell the sticky floors and hear the
pool balls over the music.

My friend and I started a newspaper in Marfa. It
was a satirical gossip-rag that we published
monthly. Writing this paper required a new level
of daily engagement with the town. When we
heard a bit of gossip at the bar we would write it
down; Alex’s car got a flat tire—Matt is no
longer allowed to wear his Beavis & Butthead tee
shirt to work. People began to text or email
us with updates about who got a new roommate
or a new used car. We had a running list with
the birthday of every person in town (in order to
determine their astrological compatibility).
If a topic came up casually in conversation more
than once in a month it was definitely news.
I had already lived in Marfa for four years when
we started this paper, but it was only when
we began to engage with it on this level that
I really felt like I lived there. Suddenly being
a resident of the same town was a meaningful
commonality that I had with everyone there.

📻

😄
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Innovations in Essaying
(excerpt) by Richard Kostelanetz
In a conventional non-tabloid newspaper, the
multiheadlined front page can be regarded
as a multi-part essay about the previous day’s
major events, but it would be more correct to
say that this ‘essay on yesterday’ ushers the pageturning reader into several different essays
about particular occurrences—the discontinuous
whole introducing the continuous parts.
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My peers and I produced a publication together
called Atlas (project D). We each designed a
sixteen page section of a book responding to
a series of tasks we undertook. The tasks all
involved exploring Providence, the city we now
called home.
My chapter is an archaeological index that
catalogs various objects I found, mostly in my
car; garbage, receipts, notes and pictures.
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On Block Island, a small island about nine miles
from the Rhode Island shore, there is a Transfer
Station. Everyone still calls it ‘the dump.’ There
used to be a giant hole in the ground, sitting
above a bluff with a gorgeous view of the ocean.
Customers would walk up to the edge of the
hole and throw their trash in it. On an island that
is only 10 square miles, this was not a sustainable solution.
A few decades after they covered the hole
and changed systems, relics began to inch out
of the bluffs onto the beach. Rusty mattress
springs, shredded plastic bags, old engines,
broken kitchen utensils—the bluffs were
eroding, and the hole was becoming exposed.
A walk along this shore also shows us
more recent garbage—washed up by the ocean.
Lots of water bottles, fishing nets and gloves
that floated in from boats, mylar balloons that
drifted in from a birthday party who-knowswhere. We can see what future archaeologists
will discover about us.
My dad used to say that the Bic pen was
the arrowhead of the future. Adding lighters,
and razors to that equation, it is possible
that we may, one day, be known by archaeologists simply as the ‘Bic Culture.’
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On the Beaten Track: Tourism, Art, and Place
(excerpt) by Lucy Lippard
Travel is the only context in which some people
ever look around. If we spent half the energy
looking at our own neighborhoods, we’d probably
learn twice as much.
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In the book How to Do Nothing, author
Jenny Odell talks about discovering the bioregion around her neighborhood in Oakland,
California, through birdwatching. As she developed her birdwatching hobby, it created a
newfound interest in other plants and animals
that might affect the birds she was looking
for. This opened up a whole new way of seeing
and understanding a place that she had
already been living in for some time.
When I first moved to the Southwest from
Brooklyn in 2009, it was a new place for
me. I was more attentive to the details of this
novel environment than I had been on the
East Coast. Having a yard where I could garden
for the first time, I became more tuned in to
the natural cycles of the desert that I now called
home; There is usually a late frost after
Easter even though it will have felt like Summer
for weeks, in the early Spring the wind picks
up—wait until the wind is gone to plant your
seedlings, in late Spring the plains slowly
turn green, in July the monsoons start and will
continue through September, you will still
have tomatoes on the vine as late as the beginning of November.  
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Living in the landlocked desert, I developed a
habit of watching live surf cams. Through
this, I became acutely aware of the difference
in time and light between West Texas and
other parts of the world.
Being fairly far south in the continental
US, and very far west within the Central Time
Zone, the sun sets very late.
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When I was young, my dad said that he liked
books that had a map in the beginning.
It was one of those passing comments that you
hear when you are a kid and it really sticks
in your head. I spent a lot of time trying to figure
out what kind of book that was, with a map in
the beginning.
Now I know it can really be any kind of book;
fantasy, science fiction, history, etc. It means
that for whatever reason the author thought that
there was value in the reader understanding
where things are. These books value a sense of
place and orientation. Some books that have
a map (or maps) in them are:
Dune by Frank Herbert includes a map of the
desert planet, but my memory of this story is
being lost in the featureless sandscape.
The Earthsea Trilogy by Ursula LeGuin features
a planet covered in small islands.
A Game of Thrones by George R.R. Martin has
a map that was animated for the opening
sequence of the TV show.
The Lord of the Rings & The Hobbit by
J.R.R. Tolkien include detailed maps of the
parts of Middle-earth that are traveled
through in the book. At the same time, they
omit the rest of the world.
Swallows and Amazons by Arthur Ransome
is one that I have never read, but my dad’s
childhood copy was always on the shelf.
I feel like I have read it from having studied
the maps at length.
Watership Down by Richard Adams is about
rabbits. Their entire known world is just a few
square miles.
1491 by Charles C. Mann, Island at the Center of
the World by Russell Shorto, and Mayflower
by Nathanial Philbrick all include maps of
the Americas. These non-fiction books bring
an element of time to a familiar landscape.
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My favorite map from a book is the one in
the beginning of The Wizard of Earthsea
by Ursula K. Le Guin. I particularly love the
islands called ‘The Hands.’
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I have been thinking about the function of
roads. Being from the US, my understanding
of a road is mostly as a surface on which you
can drive your car. But roads also serve another,
primary function, which is to direct you how
to get somewhere without getting lost. Reading
about the Americas before European contact,
I was blown away to learn about the complex
system of roads built primarily by the Inka.*
They built one of the largest systems of roads
in the world, all precisely paved with stones.
These roads connected a web of small villages
and big cities; each town produced specialty
goods which were traded between them.
What was surprising to me is that these roads
included stairs. The Inka, and those who preceded them, didn’t have beasts of burden. Animals that could carry a human, like horses,
didn’t exist in South America. The largest animal
that the Inka had to carry loads was the llama.
The llama, being native to the steep slopes of the
Andes, are sure footed on stairs. Without large
animals, and perhaps because of the steep hills,
the Inka had not found wheels to be a particularly useful way to transport things. When on foot,
stairs were a more efficient way to traverse
a hill, than say, a smooth switchback road, like
one that the Europeans would have made for
their carts. The Spanish conquistadors were confounded by the the roads when they arrived
in South America; their horses were unable to
navigate the stairs.

Lieutenant Commander Data is a crew member
of the Starship Enterprise. In an episode
of Star Trek: The Next Generation, called ‘We’ll
Always Have Paris’ he says, ‘I see time as
constant and humans see time as flexible, hence
the expression time flies when you’re having
fun, which I never understood until now.’
Data is an android and his understanding of
human idioms is part of his development into
an even more sentient being.

*The Inka spelling, rather than the more
common Inca, is consistent with the traditional
South American language of Quechua.
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I wondered what it would mean to read a book
in ‘real time.’ When you watch a movie or
read a novel, time is compressed or expanded
as the author sees fit, but in real time, these
expansions and contractions can only happen
in your mind.
I created a video of a drive. After exporting
one frame per second, I turned the video
into a book. The movie is a book. The book is
seven minutes and thirty-four seconds long.
(project E)
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In episode six of the first season of Star Trek:
The Next Generation the star ship Enterprise
is visited by an alien known as ‘the Traveler.’
During routine maintenance to the engine
the Traveler accidentally sends the ship more
than 2.7 million light-years from its home
base in the Milky Way. The Enterprise reaches
the outer rim of the known Universe where
thought and reality merge into one.
Crew members’ memories begin to become
indistinguishable from the present. The Traveler
explains that everything is one; we can move
through space and time using only our thoughts.
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Aussiecon Worldcon Guest of Honor Speech
(excerpt) by Ursula K. LeGuin
I’ve got a stone axe on my desk at home. Not
for self-defense, but just for pleasure. My father
used to keep it on his desk. It makes a good
paper weight.
It’s new stone age, I don’t know how old it is,
it could be anything from a few centuries to
twelve thousand years. It’s partly polished and
it’s partly left rough, it’s very finely shaped,
it’s well made.
When you pick it up you can’t help but think
of the human hands polishing that granite.
There’s a sense of solidity and community in the
touch and the feel of that axe to me. There’s
nothing sentimental about it, it’s just the opposite,
it’s a real experience—of time, which is our
most inward dimension, and which is so difficult
to experience consciously. But without which
we’re completely disoriented in what seems so
familiar—external dimensions of space.
And if that makes any sense, that’s what I’m
trying to say about a real work of art. Like a
stone axe it’s there, it stays there. It’s solid and
it involves the inward dimension, it may be
wonderfully beautiful, and may be quite commonplace and humble, but it was made to be used
and to last.
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I pulled two boxes from my bookshelf labeled
‘Rocks & Shells & Things.’ They haven’t been
unpacked since I moved from my home in Texas
four years ago. The complete life history of
these stones and shells will always be a mystery
to me. They live on a geologic scale—here
they are removed from their original context,
and likely many of them have been moved
around quite a bit before they arrived in this box.
For now they are part of my personal history.
But after they move on they may become gravel
in a driveway, or decoration in someone’s
garden, or returned to the ocean.
Living in the Southwest, I became very
aware of the rockscape. When I first was living
in New Mexico I was stunned to realize that
the gravel scattered around the cabin I was living
in was petrified wood, which I had only ever
(consciously) seen in the Smithsonian Natural
History Museum. I drove through Lava planes
and lived on what was once the bottom of an
ancient inland sea—full of shells and fossils.
Gem Shows are a frequent occurrence and Rock
Shops are a staple in every small desert town.
My rock collection is a result of about a decade
of accumulating. My ‘ownership’ is fluid. A rock
in my car may fall on the floor and eventually
I may toss it back into the yard and it will always
be right where it belongs.
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When I was kid I remember watching Superman
(the 1978 version) and being struck by this
one part. In the scene—after the death of his
girlfriend Lois Lane—Superman turns back
time by flying really fast around the earth and
making it spin backwards.
The camera shows a long view of Earth.
Superman is flying around and around—leaving
vapor trails in his wake that make the planet
look like a giant atom in a high school textbook.

Three years before Superman turned back time,
Kraftwerk released the song Autobahn. The lyrics,
originally in German, are about driving on the
highway. This English translation is from Google.
We drive, drive, drive on the highway
Wir fahren, fahren, fahren auf der Autobahn
We drive, drive, drive on the highway
A wide valley lies in front of us
Wir fahren, fahren, fahren auf der Autobahn
Vor uns liegt ein weites Tal
The sun shines with a glittering beam
We drive, drive, drive on the highway
Die Sonne scheint mit Glitzerstrahl
Wir fahren, fahren, fahren auf der Autobahn

As the momentum of his flight reverses the
rotation of the planet, it cuts to scenes on Earth
where time has reversed. Now, the car is tumbling up the hill, the water flows backwards into
the hole in the dam, that is rapidly repairing
itself, crack by crack.
Even though I now know this is probably not
what would happen if the earth was spinning
backwards, when I was a kid, it helped me have
a bit more of an understanding of the relationship between the passage of time and the rotation of the earth.

We drive, drive, drive on the highway
Road surface is a gray band
Wir fahren, fahren, fahren auf der Autobahn
Fahrbahn ist ein graues Band
White stripes, green border
Weiße Streifen, grüner Rand
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An incomplete list of books and movies about
taking a journey.
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is
a motorcyle ride on scenic roads.
Blue Highways is a drive on the back roads in an
old van.
Wanderlust is a general history of walking.
A Tramp Across The Continent is a walk from
Ohio to Los Angeles.
Undaunted Courage is canoeing and walking
across the Western United States.
The Snow Leopard is a hike through the
Himalayas.
Mount Analog is a climbing expedition to a
mysterious mountain of the mind. The book,
and the journey, are left unfinished.
Murder on the Orient Express is a train ride—
paused by snow drifts—while en route from
Istanbul to London.
Walkabout is a trek through the Australian
outback.
The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
is a trip across the Australian desert in a bus.
The Road is a journey by foot through
a post-apocalyptic American landscape.
On the Road is a series of trips around the U.S.
and Mexico, by bus, ‘thumbing’ and car.
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In the movie Easy Rider, two characters ride their
motorcycles from California to New Orleans
on a financial, as well as spiritual quest. The film
was groundbreaking in many regards—one of
which was shaping the image of the American
road trip.
Rider Sans (project F) is a website that presents
you with a map of the route they took in the
film. Along the route are buttons—when clicked,
there is either a song, or a silent film clip. The
songs are the soundtrack that was featured at
that point in the film. The film clips show all
the footage of the roadside and landscape featured at that point on the drive, edited so as
to not show any characters. The music and footage can be mixed and matched, or stacked, if
desired.
The intention is to allow the viewer to be
a virtual passenger on this route—listening to
music while seeing the landscape flashing by.
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My friend and I used to go for a drive when
we needed a break. There is a particular scenic
route in Texas that cuts through the foot of the
Davis Mountains and swings down, via property
easements, through ranches, through the tiny
town of Valentine. Along the way you pass Point
of Rocks, an excellent bouldering site, and the
Bloys Campmeeting, all while keeping your eye
out for cattle in the road.
From my East Coast perspective, Bloys Camp
is the most exotic ‘Texan’ thing I encountered
while living there. This non-denominational
Christian ‘meetup’ was founded in 1890 so that
the cowboys and residents of many remote
ranches could join together for a week and worship God. It continues to this day, the camp
is a cluster of corrugated metal buildings where
families have been coming for generations.
Past Bloys Camp, the mountains open up into
plains. You cross the train track and then drive
parallel to the train for about 40 miles. Usually
if you see a train while you are driving along
this part of the road you can get them to blow
the whistle for you.
On these drives we would mostly listen to
Jimi Hendrix.
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Who is On Your Heart This Evening?
by Rosa McElheny
When you next find yourself bored, meaning
finished with what you have to do and uninterested in its perfection, not hungry, not sleepy,
too restless to enjoy simply listening to music,
to listless to listen to music and read synchronously, or otherwise not in the middle of a book
worth reading, find a car you can drive and
destination that is 40 miles away from where
you are at moment.
When you start the car, set the radio to scan.
Do not stop the radio from scanning during
your drive. The only thing you are to do while
you’re driving is to remember everything you hear.
You are moving around, mentally recording
the radio. Forty miles is the distance you’re going
because that’s roughly how far FM signals travel.
Set-to-scan-your-radio-jumps-ryth-mically-fromsta-tion-to-station-an-ev-en-am-ount-of-timeon-each-fre-quency-a-consistent-pause-betweenbut--per---haps--a----fluc--tu-a-ting---dis-tanceon-the-spec-trum---and-of--course-a--different--loc-ation--in-space---as-your--car-is-in-mo-tion.
Will this sound ever be heard in this location
again? Will you ever be the same again? Of
course not. So quit feeling bored! This is a once
in a lifetime soundtrack, based on your speed,
location, time and date (also your speakers, and
the condition of your vehicle). Enjoy what your
car is playing only for you.
If there is a moment where the broadcast
seems to fit the location, take a picture.
When you return to wherever you were initially,
take notes, transcribe what you heard for the
duration of the activity, write down what you can
remember. If you took pictures, review them and
write each one a caption.
It will be an incomplete memory.
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In the introduction to her book River of Shadows,
Rebecca Solnit discusses the way that new
technology, like photography and the steam engine, dramatically changed the way humans
perceived distance and time in the 19th century.

I made a book that, with every spread laid out
side by side, would be the length of the city
block 915–865 Westminster Street in Providence,
RI (project G). The block is home to two parking lots, Westminster Eyecare, a RIPTA bus stop,
Reliable Pawn and the Classic Cafe.
This book has a signature for each of those
entities; the signature length is the length that
each business occupies. Each signature is
filled with every Yelp review for the business.
The reviews have been formatted to occupy
the physical space of the pages by altering the
type size.
This book relates the physical space that a
business takes up to its digital presence.

‘The railroad, the photograph, the telegraph,
were technologies for being elsewhere in time
and space, for pushing away the here and
now. They made the vast expanses not so vast,
the passage of time not quite so unrelenting.’
In fact, new technology has always performed
this duty. Perhaps none so well as the internet.
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medium noun (media, mediums)
1—An agency or means of doing something.
‘using the latest technology as a medium for
job creation’
‘their primitive valuables acted as a medium
of exchange’
1a—A means by which something is communicated or expressed.
‘here the Welsh language is the medium
of instruction’
2—The intervening substance through which
impressions are conveyed to the senses or a
force acts on objects at a distance.
‘radio communication needs no physical
medium between the two stations’
‘the medium between the cylinders is a
vacuum’
2a—The substance in which an organism
lives or is cultured.
‘grow bacteria in a nutrient-rich medium’
2b—A liquid (e.g., oil or water) with which
pigments are mixed to make paint.
‘We carry a large range of dry pigments,
oils and mediums.’
3—A particular form of storage for digitized
information, such as magnetic tape or discs.
‘moving or copying backed-up data through a
hierarchy of different mediums’
4—The material or form used by an artist, composer, or writer.
‘oil paint is the most popular medium
for glazing’
5—A person claiming to be in contact with the
spirits of the dead and to communicate
between the dead and the living.
6—The middle quality or state between two
extremes; a reasonable balance.
‘there is a medium between being modest
and boastful’
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I played on a rendition of John Cage’s 4'33" on
YouTube. Someone had mentioned it in a
conversation, and I wanted to be sure I was
thinking of the right piece.
At the Musical Instrument Museum, in
Phoenix, Arizona, five musicians are sitting on
the stage. They have a piano, a lute, a sitar, a
harp and an acoustic guitar. They sit, while the
audience listens to slight shifts in movement,
coughs and feet shuffling, amongst other sounds.
The piece ends after four minutes and thirtythree seconds, the audience applauds.
When the recording ended, YouTube automatically began playing another video. A large
orchestra sits on stage and tunes their instruments before beginning a piece. It is the Kyoto
Symphony Orchestra performing 4'33".
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I have thought a lot about land arts inherent
relationship to media—often the only way that
people will see a work of land art is as it is
represented in media. The pieces often exist in
remote and difficult to access locations.
I decided to make a piece of land art that
could only exist by being both in the physical
landscape, as well as online. Site Specific
(project H) is a project that was inspired by
land art of the 60s and 70s.
I traveled to various pre-existing webcams
around Rhode Island. While being recorded,
I unfurled a long yellow ribbon across the video
frame. On my site, the videos I recorded from
the webcams are looping. The viewer can drag
the videos around and align them to each
other. By doing this the yellow ribbon can cross
time and space into another landscape.

The summer after finishing college I found
myself in New Mexico. I had been on a road trip
and, while I was travelling, a position opened
up at an artist’s studio where a friend was interning. The artist was Charles Ross. He was in
his 70s and about halfway into his life’s work:
Star Axis. Now near completion, Star Axis
is an earthwork built into the side a mesa, it is
a naked-eye star observatory in the middle
of the New Mexican desert.
Ross had to fund his operation, and one of the
ways he did this was by selling artworks. He
made panels that he burned using a giant magnifying glass, calling them ‘solar burns.’ Preparing and burning these panels became my main
duty. In some ways it felt like an easy way to
keep me busy while Charles dealt with the real
serious business over at the construction site
building Star Axis.
Years later, there was a major exhibition
about land art, called Ends of the Earth, at the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles.
I was in LA for work and my boss took me to
see the show. An exhibit about land art in a gallery is by default a show about media—there
were films, photographs and some small sculptures. Right before I left, I saw on the wall—a
Solar Burn by Charles Ross.
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A place is defined by it’s printed ephemera and
publications; books, newsletters, poetry, local
news and photo compilations. The Whole Earth
Catalog defines a moment in time (which is a
type of place), and so does Uncle Hugo’s Science
Fiction Bookstore Newsletter (which I recently
got in the mail along with a used book). Alternative publishing is an essential tool for creative
expression within communities.
After living in a small town for many years,
I think the best characterization you could
find of Marfa would be to browse through the
shelves at the local bookstore. There you would
find regional history, field guides to local flora
and fauna, books about an artist who had an
exhibition in town recently, non-fiction stories
about the US-Mexico border just a few miles
away, and the local paper with exciting and controversial letters to the editor.

In 1973 a group of design students at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art went on a roadtrip
from Detroit to New York City. The research
trip culminated in a poster and glossary compiled by Katherine McCoy and Ed Fella. The
resulting poster is titled The Cranbrook design
trip, a mobile group of students record a
glossary of their opinions and impressions:
10/15—10/23/73.
In February 2020, Emily Guez and I went
on our own four-day research trip around
New England. We produced a paper about our
journey called Strange Gifts (project I).
In a 18th century house museum we visited
in Salem, Massachusetts, there was a print
of Mt. Vesuvius erupting on the wall. The home
owners displayed the print to demonstrate
that they were worldly and educated people.
At the time this house was built, in the mid
18th century, Mt. Vesuvius was very active,
erupting with some regularity until 1944. The
volcanic activity reignited interest in Pompeii
and Herculaneum. The two cities had been
buried by the volcano in 79 AD. The ruins of
Pompeii were rediscovered in 1693. Excavation
of the sites became serious during the mid
18th century. Over the next decades the Georgian
and Neoclassical architectural styles emerged
in Europe and North America inspired by motifs
in ancient Rome and Pompeii. The house we
visited in Salem was built in the Georgian style.
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In 1989–90, the foundry Linotype published
a series of typefaces called ‘Type Before
Gutenberg.’ For the series, Adrian Frutiger created three typefaces based on historic
hand lettering and carving. This included the
typefaces Herculanum, Rusticana
and Pompeijana.
Pompeijana, like it sounds, is based on the
brush lettering which has been found all over
Pompeii. Recently a political advertisement
was uncovered in Pompeii, the hand lettering
matches Frutiger’s typeface very closely.
The sign, originally written in Latin, translates
to ‘Please elect Elvio Sabino, worthy of the
state, a good man.’
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Lauretta Vinciarelli was an Italian architect. Originally from Rome, she lived and worked in
New York City, Houston and Marfa, Texas. Her
designs were influenced by classical Roman
architecture, Mexican haciendas and minimalist
art. She was facinated by the courtyards in
the homes in Pompeii and Mexico, she worked
for years on drawings for the perfect desert
home in Marfa based on those ideas.
I designed an exhibit about her life’s work.
The exhibit is comprised of architectural models,
artworks and drawings by Vinciarelli, as well
as those who influenced her, and those whom
she influenced. This includes many artists
and architects, including Donald Judd, Sol LeWitt,
and Andrea Palladio.
The catalog that I designed for the exhibit,
Measure of Space (project J), arranged images
of various works next to each other to highlight the visual relationships between pieces.
It may not be obvious that a LeWitt sculpture is related to a Palladian villa until you see
the work alongside one another.
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I spent a month last Winter in Japan. For nine
days I was on Shikoku Island learning how
to make Kozo Paper from the bark of a Mulberry
tree. The rest of the month we were traveling
in southern Japan, visiting Shinto Shrines and
Buddhist Temples.
This was the longest time I have spent in a
place that did not use the Latin alphabet.
I used the trip as an opportunity to study the
Japanese typefaces I saw around. Despite
being unable to read the characters, I was still
able to see styles and patterns, I tried to
pick up on the nuances of the typography.
I made typographic studies—each inspired
by different experiences I had in Japan
(project K).
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What is Typography?
(excerpt) by Catherine Leigh Schmidt
Typography is language incarnate. Typography
is the shape of letters, but also refers to
how those letters are produced and reproduced.
Originally, typography was tied to printing.
The Encyclopedia Britannica defines typography
as ‘the design, or selection, of letter forms... as
printing upon a page.’ This definition excludes
anything that isn’t a page; for instance, letters
on a bumper sticker, a blog, a silkscreened t-shirt,
a tombstone, Facebook, a tattoo, a receipt,
and a Red Sox cap. In these instances and many
more, there is no printing and no page but
probably someone designed or selected letterforms.
Therefore I think a definition of typography
should be more expansive than printing on paper.
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While visiting West Texas I asked my friends to
let me film them while they traced the alphabet in the air. Back in Rhode Island, I had some
friends do the same thing.
I animated the videos, illustrating the letters
that they drew in the air. I then used the animated alphabets to write messages from one
place to another (project L).
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A light-year is the distance that light travels
in one year. How many years is a light-year?
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My friend Erin lives on the North Shore of
Long Island. This past Summer I took a bus from
my home in Providence to New York City. After
a couple days in the city, I went to Penn Station
and got on the packed Long Island Railroad.
The crowds thinned as we got further down
Long Island. I rode the train almost to the very
end, where I disembarked on the ‘north fork.’
Standing on the beach you can look across the
Long Island Sound and see the shores of
Connecticut. Even though the trip out there took
many hours, Erin’s home in Long Island is only
about eighty miles from Providence.
Upon my departure, rather than head back
into the city, I continued the journey east
to Orient Point where I caught the ferry to
New London.
My mom always loved New London because
it’s such an lively transportation hub. I-95 runs
right past, there are ferries heading in multiple
directions, and the train stops right in the
center of town. Groton, across the river, is the
Naval submarine base in the US.
When I disembark the ferry in New London,
I only have to walk across the parking lot and
over some tracks to get on the train and
finish my short journey back to Rhode Island.
This winter, Erin and I had a conversation
about land art and land use. I transcribed and
annotated our conversation (project A).
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A conversation
between an
art historian1
and me2 about
3
land art and
4
other things.

1

Erin Kimmel is an art historian and art writer. Her writing
has appeared in Artforum, Art in America and Frieze.

2

This book was compiled by Hilary duPont, it is the transcript
of a phone call that took place on January 8, 2020.

3

Land art, sometimes called earth art, is an art movement
that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, primarily in the US.
These conceptual artworks typically were produced by
making works directly in and out of the landscape.

4

Other topics mentioned include historical non-fiction,
SpaceX, artificial intelligence, aerial surveillance,
Mesoamerica, Long Island, Instagram, Marfa, Texas, etc.

H: Erin, are you there?
E: Hi, I’m here. Amazing.
H: So now we’re being recorded.
[Laughter]
E: Lovely. Okay, so you were
saying that you’ve been thinking a
lot about land use and planning —
H: Oh yes, also because I’m
reading this book, 1491, do you know
about it?
E: You and Eileen5 were talking
about it but —
H: It’s like one of these historical novels —I’m reading it because
of The Island at the Center of the
World,6 which we were also talking
about. But it’s about the Americas
pre-Columbus. I’m so briefly into
this book, I’m like 10 pages in, and
it’s already triggered so many things
because it’s talking about — and I
also talked about this a lot with Ian7
because he has been reading basically almost all the same books as
me —it’s about the way that we have
this idea of the pristine landscape;
this like untouched America before
the colonists and Europeans and all
that. But how actually the Americas were super developed— there’s
5

Eileen Myles is a writer and poet who lives in Marfa, Texas
and Manhattan, New York.

The Island at the Center of the World is a book by
Russell Shorto about the history of Manhattan, focusing
on the original Dutch colony of New Amsterdam, whose
impact on modern American culture was essentially erased by the
British when they sieged the island from the Dutch.
6

Ian Lewis is an artist and filmmaker who lives in Marfa,
Texas, he recently recommended a book to me called
Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists and the Ecology
of New England by William Cronon, written in 1983. It was one of
the first books to dispel the idea of the pristine landscape before
the Europeans arrived in North America.
7

a lot of human interference with the
landscape.
And then also there’s so many
earthwork things in South America
and Mesoamerica. And there’s a
quote, where you’re saying in your
paper that’s like — hmm, I’ll find it…
also I’m definitely going to have to
edit this interview.
[Laughter]
E: I almost spit my tea out.
H: It’s something that
Smithson says about how he —he’s
like, “I don’t believe in this pristine
landscape blah, blah, blah,” and he’s
being a dick about it.
E: Right.
H: Okay, yeah. “Smithson
however was especially outspoken
about his disdain for this nostalgic
conceptions of untouched wilderness,” blah, blah, blah.8 And he’s
being like —he’s saying something
like some crazy shit about industrial
society and whatever. But it’s funny
because I actually kind of think that
he’s right. None of the landscape is
untouched or unmanaged, really. I
don’t know, anyways. But —
E: Oh, no, yeah, it is true. Yes.
“Smithson, however, was especially outspoken about his
disdain for the nostalgic conceptions of an untouched
wilderness that he understood the environmental movement to be peddling—associating scenic views with the pictorial,
or what he called ‘picture book’ representation. Smithson wanted
to counter the lavish exposition of imperiled wilderness areas
typified by Ansel Adams and Nancy Newhall’s 1960 publication This
American Earth. As art historian Ann Reynolds has demonstrated,
Smithson drew heavily on the historian Leo Marx’s Machine in
the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America. In the
book, Marx explored the contradictions of a contemporary ‘sentimental’ strain of pastoralism, one that masked the problems of
an industrialized society. He identified ‘piety to toward the out-ofdoors expressed in the wilderness cult,’ ‘taste for retreat into the
primitive or rural felicity exemplified by TV westerns and Norman
Rockwell magazine covers’ as well as suburban ‘flight from the
city’ as vulgar symptoms of a detrimental pastoralism.” From Erin
Kimmel's paper Land Art and the Open Space Legacy, 2019.
8

And then I didn’t think of the — is it
“1491” or “1419?”
H: It was “1491” the year before
1492.
E: Okay, great. [indistinguishable laughter] ...doesn’t know when
Columbus landed in the Americas.
[Laughter]
E: Yeah, I mean, I think what
the sort of beginning and ending
point for thinking about these
artists is like rejecting this idea
of like a scenic beauty what I was
trying to argue is that nevertheless,
there is this aesthetic value of these
empty, sort of open vistas which I
think seems entirely connected to
this sort of imaginary, like you said,
understanding of this untouched
sort of American landscape.

*

*

I read the book Island at the Center of the World, about
the history of Dutch Manhattan, it really changed how I
think about the ways that unknown history has shaped
the culture of places in unknown ways. I continued the historical
non-fiction train and read Mayflower next—about New England,
and specifically about the very region I am currently living. 1491
was a logical next step, it talks more broadly about the Americas
during a time when we don’t have much recorded history.

But even though they’re saying
they’re not interested in that beauty,
they are also very much interested
in sort of updating it in a way. Does
that make sense? And so yeah, I
totally agree.
H: Okay, this is a big part of
my thinking from a previous project;
what do you think that Michael
Heizer, Robert Smithson would do
today if they were like 30-something
year-old artists? What kind of field
would they be working in that would
be the obvious — not necessarily
the same aesthetic or art historical
legacy — but just like the idea of
getting away from the mainstream
art world culture but like in a weird,
fake way. I always think about
what media would they be working
in? Like, do you think it would be
online?
E: Yeah, I think online would
be the main way— I think in the
paper I talk about how in some ways
and it’s like, well, at least you have
a history written they’re like kind
of these new cartographers of the
virtual in the sense of where land
meets sky in this new conception

“We really wanted to get the public here to
wonder, to get excited about the possibility
of something new happening in space—”i
*

†

i

Elon Musk, quoted from an interview with Jonathan Nolan, the
co-creator of the show Westworld
in 2018. The conversation took place at
the panel for the HBO show during SXSW
music festival in Austin, Texas.

*

An image of Earth rising above the lunar surface, taken by
Apollo 8 crew member Bill Anders on December 24, 1968.

†

A Tesla Roadster (an electric sports car) served as the
dummy payload for a SpaceX test flight and became an
artificial satellite of the Sun in February 2018.

“The Consumer Electronics Show (CES) for
this year showcased a number of unusual products, from a prototype drone taxi to
Hyundai’s walking car.

of earth that’s like something from,
you know, sort of like the image of
the moon in 1968 being released, or
you know, like all those expanded
notions of time and space in the
‘60s. And the only one that I can
really think of would really be like
SpaceX.9
H: SpaceX? Yeah. No, totally.
E: Going out further into space.
Or they’d be out on the Internet but
something like highly virtual.
H: Did you see, Rachel’s10 Instagram from the conference she’s at in
Las Vegas?
E: No.
H: It’s called, “The CES,” 11 or
something. And it’s like an innova-

However, one of the most irregular events
associated with the show was the apparent
maiming of a robot by a Tesla Model S. This
car was in autonomous mode at the time and
knocked an AI-powered android down as it
happened to be crossing the road, or so it
seems...”i
*

*

†

9

When I got this interview transcription back from the
service I used, an app called Call Record, ”SpaceX” was
transcribed as “space sex.” I imagine the transcriber (it
was a person, not a machine) was initially very confused about the
nature of this conversation. SpaceX is a private aerospace manufacturer founded by Elon Musk, who also owns Tesla Motors, Inc.
the electric car manufacturer.

10
11

Rachel Monroe is a non fiction author who lives in
Marfa, Texas.

CES is the Consumer Electronics Show, an annual trade
show organized by the Consumer Technology Association.
The event took place in January at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Nevada, the event hosts presentations of new products and technologies in the consumer electronics industry. The
four day event brought over 4,400 vendors and 180,000 attendees,
it is the largest annual show in Las Vegas.

*

Samuel Tuala explores immersive training in XR technology during the last day of CES on Friday, Jan. 11,
2019. Image from “CES 2019: 5G ‘will change everything’,
revolutionize the world“ by Todd Prince, Las Vegas Review-Journal.
https://www.reviewjournal.com/business/conventions/ces/ces-20195g-will-change-everything-revolutionize-the-world-1572135/

Excerpt from the article Eventful
CES 2019: Self-Driving Tesla And
AI Robot Collide And Cause ‘Accident’, on evolving-science.com, January
11, 2019. The article goes on to suggest
that perhaps this event was staged by
the company that produced the robot,
Promobot, and perhaps the Tesla was not
actually in self-driving mode. Promobot
had tweeted the video @elonmusk, which
he and Tesla ignored. This is apparently
not the first time a Promobot robot has
sought publicity through making headlines.
Presumably dragging a famous company
like Tesla into the fray makes people more
interested.

i

*

A still from the video showing a Tesla Model S, supposedly in self-driving mode, hitting an AI robot. According
to Promobot, the company that built the roaming robot, it
was out for an unsupervised independent stroll, as the AI features
allow the robot “free will”. https://youtube.com/rupromobot
†

A detail of the robot being struck by the Tesla.

tive technology whatever. And it’s
super creepy shit —like surveillance,
and like, you know, like smart apps,
smart homes shit, and then like AI
kind-of-things, like Amazon selfdriving trucks. It was just like all of
the stuff that gives me nightmares.
E: Yeah, that’s really scary.
H: And I was like, “Oh, I could
see this being like a weird realm in
which they fucked around.”
E: Yeah, totally. I mean, I think
of Trevor Paglen, do you know him?
H: No.
E: The artist. You would probably love him. He’s like a multimedia artist that does a lot about
cartography, and geography, and
Maps and stuff.

*

*

Trevor Paglan, Drone Vision. Video intercepted from
a communication satellite (edited). Video Still. 2010.
On the website of Trevor Paglan he explains this work by
describing how he sourced the footage. “The source material for
this video was intercepted by an amateur ‘satellite hacker’ from
an open channel on a commercial communication satellite over
the western hemisphere. A large number of American surveillance
aircraft and drones around the world are remotely piloted via
communications satellites by ground-based operators in the United
States. The control and video links between aircraft and pilot are
often left unencrypted to reduce the latency inherent in the system.”

H: Yeah, yeah, I think I know
now who he is.
E: Yes, and he seems to me to
be like a cousin. A little bit more like
a radical cousin of the land artist.
H: Right. It’s more like politically-motivated than just like
machismo or, something.
E: Yeah, yeah, like really more
like critically-minded. Because I
think that’s the thing about the land
artist, is that they were like on the
surface critical of something but it —
you know—
H: Because it was like, fake.
E: Yeah, well, because their
funding was just coming from
all of the same places they were
denouncing.11
H: Right.
E: You know, so it was very sort
of strange rhetoric. But I do think
in the end it really does come out
of this moment. And again, with
Vietnam and youth-culture, and
they’re young. These guys are really
young.
H: Yeah. Like Michael Heizer,
was he the one who died when he
was 30-something?
11

Dia Foundation, was founded in 1974 by Philippa de Menil,
an heiress of the Schlumberger oil fortune, with her
husband Heiner Friedrich. Many artists who benefited
from the financial support of Dia were also quick to criticize the
foundations expenditure of money. In the 1980s Donald Judd sued
Dia for ownership of the museum, which is now the Chinati Foundation, and won. His friend Dan Flavin continued to receive funding
from Dia and it became part of a major rift in their friendship.

ROBERT SMITHSON, 35,
A SCULPTOR, IS DEAD

*

July 24, 1973
Robert Smithson, a sculptor, was
killed in the crash of a light plane on
Friday, along with the pilot and a photographer, as they were inspecting one
of his “Earth works” under construction on a ranch near Amarillo, Tex.
He was 35 years old and lived at 799
Greenwich Street.
Mr. Smithson, born in Passaic, N.
J., and trained at the Art Students
League, was one of the experimenters
growing out of the minimalist school
who drew public attention starting in
1968. He had been hired in 1966 by an
architectural engineering firm making
proposals for the Dallas‐Fort Worth
Air port to design sculptured mounds
of earth and gridworks to he seen from
low‐flying air craft.
For exhibition purposes, Mr. Smithson brought his concepts indoors.
One of the exhibits at his show was
a series of five wooden bins in a perspective scheme, each filled with lime
stone fragments from a mineral dump
in Franklin Furnace, N.J. Perhaps his
best‐known outdoor work was “Spiral
Jetty” in Utah.
Mr. Smithson lectured on his art at universities and received commissions
for “Earth works” also at Emmen in
the Nether lands, Rome, Yucatan and
Kent, Ohio. He collaborated with his
wife, the artist and film‐maker Nancy
Holt, on the six‐minute film “Swamp”
shown earlier this year.

*

”ROBERT SMITHSON, 35, A SCULPTOR, IS DEAD.”
New York Times, July 24, 1973.

E: No. Smithson died when
he was 30-something. Heizer’s still
alive. And Heizer’s still building City
right now.
H: Oh shit.
E: And what’s interesting
about Heizer — and I was talking to
someone recently about him — he’s
like the only one of all of them who
was avowedly, “I’m in the construction business.” Like, that.
H: Yeah. I like that quote.

“Well, you might say I’m in the construction
business. To begin with, I have a tremendous
real estate file on every available piece of
property in six western states. I look for climate and material in the ground. When I find
the right spot, I buy it... But it wasn’t just buying real estate. I was buying gravel, clay, rock,
water drainage.”i
E: Yeah, he’s the only who’s
like — and he also his —what’s really
interesting is his father was a very
famous anthropologist of Mesoamerica.
H: Oh! Amazing. That makes
total sense.
i

Michael Heizer as quoted in Erin Kimmel's essay, Land Art
and the Open Space Legacy, she quotes him from a 1977
interview with John Gruen.

*

*

†

†

E: Yeah, so a lot of what he’s
interested in is actually like —
H: Now I’m looking at his
City that you just mentioned. They
totally look like Mayan or like Aztec
pyramids.
E: Yeah, he grew up going to
all over the place with his father on

digs, and you know, what’s really
weird about Heizer, is that there’s no
critical writing on his practice. And I
think it’s because there’s such extensive writing about Smithson because
Smithson — because also in the
‘60s — and Smithson’s so symptomatic of this— artists like Judd start
*

The ancient Mesoamerican city of Teotihuacan. At it’s
height (around the first 1,000 years CE) it was one of the
largest cities in the world, and the largest city in Mesoamerica. The name of the city is from the Aztec, although the city
was built 1,000 years before the Aztec arrived in central Mexico.
The original builders of the city are still unknown.
†

Michael Heizer, City (detail), 1972-ongoing. Lincoln County,
Nevada. When complete, City will be one of the largest
sculptures ever built.

*

Recently uncovered earthworks in the Beni, part of the
Bolivian Amazon. These massive earthworks were made
approximately 2,000 years ago.

†

Michael Heizer, Motorcycle Drawings, 1970. Dry Lake,
Nevada, 1970. Photograph by Gianfranco Gorgoni.

*

*

†
†

because people only ever look at his
work through his writings, and it
just becomes this sort of circuitous
sort of like repetitive path, and he’s
so anti-historization,12 and he’s so
anti-all-these-things.
Heizer didn’t really write about
his work at all. He often didn’t
really wanted to be photographed
very much. And then he was like
unabashedly— basically really

to write about their own work. And
then the text becomes the way in
which we understand the work. And
it’s all, like a part of the problem
with Judd, like why we can’t sort of
get out of the loophole of explanation
*

Nazca Lines in Nasca, Peru. These large geoglyphs are
only visible from the top of a hilltop or an airplane. These
pictures, drawn by removing the top layer of oxidized
rocks and gravel were made approximately in 500 CE, and have
been left undisturbed and intact since then.

†

Spiral Jetty, by Robert Smithson,1970, Rozel Point, Great
Salt Lake, Utah. Made from black basalt rock, salt crystals,
earth, and water. 1,500 feet long by 15 feet wide.

12

“The Caddo, the Pawnee, the Mandan, the Kiowa, every
group, every group that loses, of course loses its future,
but also it loses the past, since that no longer matters. All
histories change when the group fails. There is no longer greatness
to arrive to; the past doesn’t seem as great and lucky as it did.
English history is not what it was. American history is forgotten.
History in general is not so grand. Earlier epics were made by
later Greeks.” Donald Judd Writings, “13 May 1990, La Mansana de
Chinati”. Donald Judd (New York: David Zwirner Books, 2016).

*

Inca in Machu Pichu used terracing to create more flat,
farmable land. Practical structures like this have inspired
earth works by artists and designers.

†

Cells of Life, 2003-2010 by landscape designer Charles
Jencks at Jupiter Artland in Edinburgh, Scotland.

*

*

super-macho. And so I think art
historians — art history written from
usually a pretty progressive lens —
didn’t want to touch him because he
didn’t fit within the sort of formalist-modernist lens, if Land art is sort
of like a division between postmodernism and modernism. They didn’t
want to touch him because he wasn’t
progressive enough in his ideals or
something? So I actually think that
there’s so much writing to be done
on Heizer.
H: Oh cool.
E: And also like, Erin Shirreff —
if you ever want to go, we could go —
because Erin was like, “Oh, I could
totally get you in — if you want to go
visit City and hang-out with Heizer,
you totally could.”

†

*

Donald Judd published Donald Judd: Complete Writings
1959-1975 in 1975, in 2016 a newer version, Donald Judd
Writings, was published by Judd Foundation and David
Zwirner Books, it includes some of his original writing, as well as
writing done after 1975 and informal notes and journal entries. In
2019 Donald Judd Interviews, with transcripts of interviews was
released. These recent publications of Judd writings are being
published in preparation for the Judd retrospective opening at
MoMA in May 2020.

*

†

Michael Heizer, City (from above), 1972– ongoing. Lincoln
County, Nevada.

Erin Shirreff. Untitled (Shadow), 2010. Ash, hydrocal,
armature. 79 x 37 x 35 inches. Courtesy of the artist and
Lisa Cooley, New York, NY. Photography by Fredrik Nilsen.
Erin Shirreff is an artist, she contributed to the group show, Immaterial at Ballroom Marfa in 2010. She was also an artist in residence
at the Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas.

In 2019 Kanye West donated $10 million to
James Turrell’s Roden Crater, soon after he
released a film in IMAX theaters called Jesus
is King which was filmed inside the artwork.
West has equated Turrell’s work to a form of
light therapy, saying “His lights turn you into
a zen state.”

H: Oh, that’s awesome.
E: Maybe we should get in on
the land art thing because Eileen
and I were also talking about going
to Roden Crater which Eileen has an
in on how to get there. They’re like,
“Oh yeah, I can make that happen.”
H: Oh yeah. That would be fun.
Yeah, Rob went there once. He has
like stories of driving all over it.
E: Really?
H: Yeah, like a long time ago.
Before there was a lot of press or you
know...
E: Probably before there were
security there, yeah.

*

*

*

James Turrell’s Roden Crater photographed from above
by Michelle Rumney. Roden Crater is an extinct volcanic
crater that was purchased by the artist James Turrell in
1979 with the support of the Dia Foundation. He has since been
transforming the crater into a naked eye observatory. According
to the official website, rodencrater.com, it serves as “a gateway to
observe light, time, and space.” The project has been pushed back
several times and is due to open in 2024.

*

A poster for Kanye West’s recent IMAX film Jesus is King.
West has credited James Turrell with being the greatest
living artist. Turrell also inspired other musicians, such
as Drake. In 2015 when Drake released the video for Hotline Bling,
many accused him of copying Turrell’s light installations such as
the 2011 piece Amrta, or the 2013 installation Breathing Light. In a
2014 interview with Rolling Stone Magazine Drake said “I fuck with
Turrell. He was a big influence on the visuals for my last tour.”James Turrell did not seem to mind although he made it clear that
he had never collaborated with Drake.

*

H: Yeah, yeah. That’s cool. I
was wondering, have you ever been
to like, Spiral Jetty or Lightning
Field?13
E: No. I’ve always wanted to
go. But I’ve never been which is also
like what makes studying these
works — I mean, I don’t really study
these works. This is really, really a
one off.
H: Yeah. I know, but you
have been thinking about it. I was
thinking how it’s like one of the
most interesting things about critical writing on land art — that most
of it is probably done by people
who haven’t been to these places or
13

The Lightning Field, by the sculptor Walter De Maria, is
located in a remote area of high desert of western New
Mexico. It is comprised of 400 polished stainless steel
poles installed in a grid measuring one mile by one kilometer. The
installation is intended to be walked in as well as viewed over an
extended period of time, to see The Lightning Field you must stay
overnight in a cabin on the site where electronics are not permitted.

*

Walter De Maria, The Lightning Field, 1977.
© Estate of Walter De Maria. Photography by John Cliett

maybe had been to like one.
I wonder, because there was
also another quote in your paper
and I was like, I really just want to
know about who wrote this14 because
they talk about how the work has
nothing with the actual land — it’s
saying the work is made not having
anything to do with the environment
that it’s built in.15
And I was thinking that might
be kind of true for some of the stuff
but I was thinking specifically of
Spiral Jetty that it’s so much about
being in that salt lake because all
the rocks have been crystallized.
E: Right. Right.
H: And I think there’s a lot of
things about being that space that
you don’t really feel so much unless
you’ve been there.
E: Yeah.
H: Obviously, I don’t know if
that person has been. But I was kind
of wondering how much of critical
writing on land art is done by people
who have been to these places and
how much of it is done through
people who only know it through the
media which is like such a weird,
14

“Elizabeth Baker was editor of Art in America from 1974
to 2008. She remains associated with the magazine as
editor-at-large. She studied art history at Bryn Mawr and
Harvard (B.A. & M.A., respectively), and was a Fulbright scholar in
Paris. Before joining Art in America, she was associate editor and
then managing editor of Art News. She has taught history of art
at the School of Visual Arts in New York City; Wheaton College in
Norton, Mass.; and Boston University, and has written on a wide
range of contemporary artists. She is currently working as a freelance writer, editor and consultant.” Bio from AmyGoldin.us

15

As I look at this quote again I think my first reading of it
was not quite accurate. Rather than critiquing the artists
involvement with the land she is commenting on their
involvement to the open-space view at large. “While dramatically
sited,” she explains “they are certainly not involved with ‘landscape’
in any pictorial sense: rather they stem from sculptural sensibilities preoccupied with structure, materials, scale. Also primary, of
course, is their relation to the space around them, but this has very
little to do with the specifics of ‘view.’” As quoted in Erin Kimmel’s
Land Art and the Open Space Legacy, 2019.

*

huge part of land art.
And then is it even less valid
or more valid? Maybe not, you know
what I mean?
E: Right. Well, and I think that
that’s the point about the Hickey
article16 that he wrote in ’73 or ’72
which is really early and he recognized that, right? That this is the
moment in which these artists are
starting to use photography as actually the primary medium — it’s not
actually the land. That essentially
he was comparing land art’s relationship to the magazines, to pop
art’s relationship to the gallery and
saying that they’re doing the same
thing. The gallery has found art that
it can sell really well and like bladdy,
bladdy, blah that’s pop art. And the
magazine has found art that it can
make money off of and sell more
magazines with. So land art can’t
really think of itself — it can think
of itself outside of “gallery” system,
even though that’s not true because
they are showing in galleries (and
big galleries)17, but the institutional
support is there, you know what
I mean?
16

Dave Hickey, “Earthscapes, Landworks, and Oz,”
Art in America 59, no. 5 (September–October 1971)

There are many big name museums and galleries that
showed and supported work by land artists in the 60s
and 70s. Some of these early supporters were the Dwan
Gallery Los Angeles and Dwan Gallery New York, the Dia Foundation, the Hirschorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, the Andrew
Dickson White Museum of Art at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY,
the Museum of Fine Arts Boston, The Jewish Museum, NY, Galerie
Heiner Friedrich and Paula Cooper Gallery.
17

†

*

Cover of the January-February 1976 issue of Art in
America (right), featuring Michael Heizer’s Complex One,
1972–76, 23½ feet high, 140 feet long, earth and concrete.
The cover photo shows a distant frontal view of the work.
Cover of the September-October 1971 issue of Art in
America (above), featuring Earthscapes, Landworks and
Oz, Dave Hickey’s provocative essay comparing Land Art’s
relationship to the magazine to Pop Art’s relationship to the gallery.
†

“Meow Wolf begrudgingly considered itself
part of the art world, even as the group felt
excluded from it. ‘We were frustrated by lack
of access to consistent opportunity, and to
agency,’ Kennedy told me. Galleries largely
didn’t know what to do with their art: ‘We
work collectively, we make things you can’t
buy, that you can’t really document.’”i

I think it’s really interesting to
think of the — I have so much more
research that didn’t go into this
paper and I feel like just putting the
original 25 pages together is really
just like mostly sketching the open
space movement. But — Oh sorry,
what?
H: No, sorry. No, I was thinking
it’s kind of like — it makes me think
about the experience as a commodity,
kind of like the Meow Wolf situation
now.18
E: Really? Yeah.
H: Which is a different kind of
artform also to be — I mean, I think
that they literally say they are,
“non-gallery, like outside the gallery
world.” But it’s just like the experience economy and like Instagram,
right? It’s just totally the same thing,
it’s so weird.

*

Meow Wolf is an artist collective in Santa Fe that turned
into an immersive and interactive permanent installation.
The interactive experiences include art installations, video
and music production, and other content. Meow Wolf opened their
first permanent installation, the House of Eternal Return, in March
2016. Inside is a "multidimensional" mystery house with secret
passages, portals to magical worlds, and an expansive narrative
amidst surreal and maximalist.
18

*

"Can an Art Collective Become the Disney of the Experience Economy?" by Rachel Monroe, New York Times
Magazine.

E: Yeah. And I think that’s
really what my question — the way
that I ended up getting into this
paper is that I was taking this land
and land use class but it was about
18th and 19th Century. And she
was, “You can write on anything you
want — any time period you want —
as long as it uses the methodology
that we’re using.” And she was basically saying, “I don’t want you to
think about space or time. I want
you to think about what is land in
landscape.” And so tracing a really
sort of territorialized sort of land
understanding and —
H: Yeah, we haven’t even really
talked about the urban sprawl — like
the main premise of your paper — is
that how you discovered all of the
i

From the New York Times Magazine article "Can an
Art Collective Become the Disney of the Experience
Economy?" by Rachel Monroe, May 2019.

Whyte?19 Did you get into that from
researching in that class? Like the
sprawl and —
E: No, from working on the
Joan Mitchell exhibition, so this is
all part of this research that I— it’s
cool to see it build over the last
three years, I guess. I’m starting to
understand— because I really work
on the ’50s, and part of my gripe
with art in the ’60s is that everyone’s obsessed with it and everyone
thinks that art in the ’50s is worthless, and not interesting, and ab-ex.
But I’ve been trying to figure
out what the relationship between
painting abstraction is to landscape
in the ’50s because as you know
there’s this huge boom of building
in the landscape is transforming
at one of the fastest rates in all of
U.S. history. But how did that affect
abstraction? Or how did that intersect with abstraction when certain
artists are calling their — like
naming some of their paintings, you
know?
So I had done a lot of work for
Katy on this Lee Krasner Catalog
essay that she wrote, and like on

Joan Mitchell and looking about on
development on Long Island.
And then because all of the artists
were doing this urban-rural thing by
going back and forth between New
York City and the tip of Long Island,
and so I—
H: Just like you.20
E: Just like me, I know. So I
basically — through doing research
about Lee Krasner in the ’50s, and
Jackson Pollack living out here. And
what it was like in Springs, and all
that. I discovered this idea that for
so long the environmental movement was supposedly driven by
this idea of that scenic beauty, this

19

20

William Whyte (October 1, 1917–January 12, 1999) was an
American urbanist, organizational analyst, journalist and
researcher. He wrote about preserving open space in the
United States in the 1950s when development was happing at a
faster rate than ever before.

*

Erin recently moved to the North Fork of Long Island from
Brooklyn, New York.

*

The catalog for the exhibition Lee Krasner: Living Colour
exhibition at the Barbican Art Gallery in 2019. It features
an essay by art historian and curator Katy Siegal.

*

untouched, pristine wilderness. But
in the ’50s and ’60s, America started
thinking — oh, earlier than that,
really — that they needed to protect
and create national parks but really
this guy Adam Rome21 wrote the
kind of authoritative and one of the
only books on how actually just as
much the building industry — like
reaction to building industry, specifically the housing industry — drove
21

Adam Rome is an American environmental historian.
He wrote a book Bulldozer in the Countryside, in which
he examines how the housing boom in the 1950s and
its resulting sprawl paved the way (pun intended) for the environmental movement.

*

Lee Krasner and Jackson Pollack with their dog, in
Springs, New York, on the tip of Long Island, in 1948.

the environment movement just as
much as like protection of this pristine landscape.
And then I had these two
things and then I was — I don’t even
remember, I don’t even know why I
ever thought it was a good idea to
write on land art.
[Laughter]
But when I was like, “Oh okay,”
yeah, I mean, I think it’s also something that I love. You know, I’m like,
I love. I hate and love.
H: Yeah, I think that’s exactly —
that’s why I wanted to talk to you
also is because I think we both
have — I mean, our background in
this similar, is that we both love the
work, and both have a lot of critical
thoughts about it. And also, I think
both having lived in Marfa which is
like a weird kind of version of land
art. All of the reasons that Judd
ended up moving to Marfa were
like the same reasons that Robert
Smithson went to Utah or whatever,
looking for the pristine, untouched,
open landscape with lowest possible
population, blah, blah, blah...
E: Right.

*

H: And, as you have once
pointed out in the past, that Judd
was also dealing with these land
easements which you mentioned in
your paper.
E: Yeah. Well, so that was how
the paper really started. It was
thinking about what is the view — if
we thought about these photographs,

“Each year on the way to Baja I drove through
different parts of Arizona and New Mexico.
Southern Arizona was becoming crowded
and I thought New Mexico too high and cold.
Looking at maps, I saw and remembered that
Southwest Texas wasn’t crowded. I flew to
El Paso in November 1971, and drove to the
area of the Big Bend of the Rio Grande in the
Trans-Pecos. In addition to my developing
idea of installations and my need for a place
in the Southwest, both due in part to the
harsh and glib situation within art in New
York and to the unpleasantness of the city
[...] The area of West Texas was fine, mostly
high rangeland dropping to desert along
the river, with mountains over the edge in
every direction. There were few people and
the land was undamaged.“i
i

Donald Judd from his 1985 essay, Marfa, Texas

I was really just trying to isolate the
photograph from land art and ask
what is this picturing?
Because all of these historians
are saying it’s picturing a wasteland. It’s picturing ugliness. It’s like
running against beauty. And I’m
like, how can I historically situate
this to say something beyond, “This
is picturing a wasteland, or an antimarket, or like the extension of the
Whiteness into the desert,” all of this
stuff. And it just sort of hit me that
the same ways in which William
Whyte was trying to—you know, this
idea that this public right to a view
of open space—to fix it, and the view,
the photograph were just that. They
were the fixing of this view of open
Las Casas was one of three ranch homes Donald Judd
purchased outside of Marfa, Texas between 1976 and
1989. Eventually he acquired 40,000 acres of relatively
undisturbed ranch land which together made up the ranch Ayala
de Chinati, named after a local mountain, the land was put into
easements to protect it from further development.
*

space in perpetuity, and that this
is — at this time, like a really dearly
held value for I would say, uppermiddle class, middle class, White
Americans, you know?
H: The view?

*

E: Yeah. I mean, it was a view
for White people. I wonder what
does that mean in terms of these
white artists viewing land this one
way and making work this one way,
and my enjoyment of it, you know
what I mean? I don’t know, it’s just
like all of these questions for me.
H: Totally! And also, to say that
it’s like the desert in the Southwest
is empty or untouched is also hilariously untrue.

E: Right.
H: There’s people living there.
There have people living there for
thousands of years. Tens of thousands of years.22
E: Yeah, tens of thousands
of years. And it’s crazy because
this myth of the emptiness of the
desert is so Western. And part of
my research these days is a lot
about aerial vision. And the history
of aerial vision has really been
written from a Western perspective
but Mesopotamia in the early 20th
century was insanely — it was like
drone warfare and all the stuff that
we do now like over the Middle East,
was happening there with aerial
vision and airplanes to create terror
within these towns, and surveillance — that just hasn’t been written

*

*

Image from ‘A Plan to Save a Vanishing US Countryside,’
by William Whyte in Life, August 17, 1959.

22

South of Marfa, near where Donald Judd had his ranch,
is the border town of Presidio, (pop. 4,100). The town
is located near the junction of the Rio Conchos and Rio
Grande and used to be called La Junta. It was settled thousands
of years ago by hunter and gatherers, by 1200 AD, the area had
adopted agriculture and built permanent settlements, becoming
a highly populated area with a very busy road used by many.
While today it is considered one of the most remote and sparsely
populated areas in the United States, it is full of petroglyphs and
archaeological sites as a reminder that it was not always so.

*

An aerial photograph of Mesopotamia from World War I,
from Historical Aerial Imagery in Jordan and the Wider
Middle East by Robert Bewley and David Kennedy, 2012.
Lots of declassified aerial photographs from World War I have
emerged, these images are both helpful to archaeologists, and also
tell the story of the beginning of aerial and drone warfare, as
well as satellite surveillance.

*

into the history yet but you can read
in the accounts that they think that
living in the desert is some kind of
magic. The Bedouins have some kind
of magic — it’s just really interesting
that you think that someone else’s
culture is like magic because they
know how to live in a certain really
arid environment. Because we’re
just not adapted to that.
It’s like yeah, this myth is so
persistent, I don’t know, that’s why I
think both you and I lived in Marfa.
I mean, and now why I live near the
sea is because I love the openness.
H: Yeah, totally. I mean, it’s like
the fact that my favorite movie ever
of all time is “Easy Rider,” you know
what I mean? I understand. It’s
stupid.23
[Laughter]

*

23

Easy Rider is a 1969 American independent film, written
by Dennis Hopper and Peter Fonda, directed by Dennis
Hopper. It is considered a landmark counter cultural film
and credited with helping begin the "New Hollywood" era of film.
The film is about two bikers who travel across the US after making
a lucrative drug deal in Mexico. The film uses the landscape of the
United States as a backdrop for exploring societal issues in the
country at that time. If you google "Easy Rider road trip" many
articles and blogs appear that show people who want to, or have
recreated the road trip in the film. Easy Rider is the perfect example
of the American Southwest being equated with freedom and
adventure while on a spiritual journey.

*

A still frame from Easy Rider, showing the actors Peter
Fonda and Dennis Hopper playing Wyatt and Billy, with
the hippie hitchhiker they picked up, played by Luke
Askew. In this scene, on the way to the hitchhikers commune, they
admire the view along the highway in the desert of New Mexico.

H: Did you hear about those
drones in Colorado that are flying
around in creepy formations,
and they can’t figure out whose
controlling them?
E: No.
H: You should Google it. It’s
really weird. It’s these drones that
are flying around and hovering over
people’s houses and farms. And obviously, must be taking pictures but
nobody knows why or who for.
E: Weird.
H: And the police and stuff
have been trying to locate whoever it
comes from and they can’t do it.
E: Has anyone shot them
down?
H: Not yet but apparently
there is a lot of warnings. The police
*

Starting in December 2019 areas of the North Platte
Colorado and Nebraska began reporting large numbers
of mysterious drone sightings. Sergeant Vince Iovinella
of the Morgan Country Sheriff's Department said “The numbers
would range from 4 to 10 drones in an area at a time. Some were
reported to be low and at least 6 ft. long.[...]There were many sighting’s coming in and at the same time, it is believed that there could
have been up to 30 drones moving around the county if not more
and appeared to be working in a search pattern across the county.”
A task force went into action, but a month later, most reports
believe that it was a classic episode of mass hysteria. There are still
online forums and a Facebook group where believers post videos
and theories about the drones.

were like, “Please don’t shoot these
down,” because a lot of people were
probably going to. I imagine that
they will eventually, you know, if
they don’t stop. Creepy.
E: Yeah, totally. It’s really
creepy. Boy, I didn’t know about that.
H: Wait, when was that Mesopotamia stuff?
E: That was like — from like
1913 through the 1920s. I think
ending around ‘25.
H: And they had like fighter
planes?
E: Yeah, it was very much like
the beginning of air power — well,
also aerial archeology was like a
huge deal in that early period. They
were also looking at ancient sites.
But it’s really crazy that that whole
period — it’s like a really the same as
now, you know.
H: Totally.
E: Like we think of terror — I
don’t know, think of terrorism as
starting in the ‘70s, with hijacking
airplanes or something, but really —
H: No, it goes back for probably
ever.
E: Yeah. So we don’t know. It’s

just really weird, right? What is your
…? How have you thought about
your interest in Judd and living in
Marfa?
H: Well, I think it kind of comes
out in all of this — thinking about —
well, I think that a huge thing that
had happened to me living in Marfa
was — I realize one of the biggest
changes that happened while we
were there was that Instagram was
invented.24
I really do think that was such
direct change for the town, like in
tourism. And the type of tourism.
That people were no longer were
coming there because they had
studied Judd and then learned
about Marfa. It was like, they
learned about Marfa and then they
figured out who Judd was when they
were there.
E: Right. Right.
H: And so I think that was
kind of leading me to thinking about
media and land art in more of that
Hickey sense — you know, how we
perceive the West, especially as
coastal people. You know, coming
from a very specific, like the exact
24

Instagram is an American photo and video-sharing
social networking service owned by Facebook, Inc. It was
created by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, and launched
in October 2010.

center of where the American art
world is, kind of.
And yeah, but then also from
like a totally non-social or political
way, just like the actual reality of
understanding a place that is somewhere else through media. Because
graphic design, essentially is that,
and it kind of just led me down this
path of just thinking about your role
as a graphic designer and how you
can push the limit of how people
can understand the place, or a story,
or whatever. And then how you can
maybe make them more aware of
how they’re understanding it.
Do you know the Jan Dibbets
12-hour, um tide thing...?
E: No. No idea.
H: Okay, I’m going to find out
the proper name for that.
[Laughter]
Okay, 12 Hour Tide Object with
Correction of Perspective, is what it’s
called. It’s by Jan Dibbets. And it was
on this Land Art television show by
Gerry Schum25 who was that German
TV Producer. And you should look
into this if you don’t know about it
because it’s so interesting.
25

Gerry Schum was a German television producer and
broadcast pioneer. He had a "television gallery" where
he presented works by artists to the public. He wanted
the television program to be used as the medium for works
of art. In 1969 he created the television broadcast exhibition
Land Art which presented works by eight artists, Richard Long,
Barry Flanagan, Dennis Oppenheim, Marinus Boezem, Robert
Smithson, Jan Dibbets, Walter de Maria, and Michael Heizer. He
saw a natural connection with the land artists desire to exhibit
outside the traditional gallery setting.

*

He was this German TV guy
who just would put weird shit on TV.
And he made a show called “Land
Art.” It was like a miniseries to talk
about land art and show people in
Germany what people in U.S. were
doing.
And one of these pieces is Jan
Dibbets (who’s not an American). He
like uses a rake or a bulldozer to
rake a square in the sand. But it’s a
square on the television but it’s not
a square in real life, you know? It’s
a play with perspective. But I think
it’s so interesting because it’s like a
piece of land art that was specifically
designed only to be seen on TV— not
to be seen in person because you
wouldn’t understand it.
E: Right. Yeah.
*

A grid of stills from the 1969 broadcast, Land Art.

*

H: And so I think that kind of
has been my trajectory, kind of just
thinking about how you can sort of
make the way that you are understanding things more transparent.
There was actually a quote in here
that I highlighted because I was like,
“That’s basically what I’m doing.”
Let me find it... It might take me a
minute.
E: Don’t worry.
H: Oh, I’m going to find it.
[Long pause]
Haha, wow, I really can’t find
it... I also highlighted the word
“imbrication” because I didn’t know
it.26 It’s a really good word.
E: I know. It’s like a really bad
habit, I use it all time.
According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, imbrication
means “an overlapping of edges (as of tiles or scales)”
I like this word being used to discuss land art and land
use because it is also used in sedimentology (the study of sediments such as sand, silt and clay).
26

*

A still from Jan Dibbets 7 minute film, 12 Hour Tide
Object with Correction of Perspective, Netherlands Coast,
February 1969.

H: But it’s perfect for this.
E: Yeah. But then I use it
casual conversation all the time
because, well, because I really like it.
H: That’s okay, that’s how you
get people to learn new words.
E: That’s true.
H: Okay, so the sentence I
highlighted was, “However, this
hyper-awareness of the production, presentation, and distribution,
enshrined in the circulation of work
between gallery, or museum and site
has obscured the need for culture”,
blah, blah, blah, other stuff. But I
was like, “Okay, hyper-awareness in
the production, presentation, and
distribution,” it’s kind of how I want
people to understand whatever it is
that I present them with, you know
what I mean?
E: Mm-hmm. yeah.
H: Like for instance, this
book that I’m making right now, by
having the interview that then is
dissected and everything that we say,
like for instance, the word “imbrication,” 27 can have a note about how
I had to look it up and this is what
it means, that I’m — I like just sort
27

Imbrication is defined on the previous page in this book
(page 40).

of — that kind of thing. I don’t know.
I feel like sometimes it makes things
more interesting?
E: No, totally, yeah, yeah. And
yes, figuring out how to—I mean,
yes, present material — I guess, yeah,
graphic design is like you’re able to
use both text and image so —
H: Right. You can do whatever
you want with graphic design. It
kind of doesn’t mean anything, the
term graphic design. But I think of
it as being like the media translator
of information. Like you give me
words and I’ll make it a book, or you
give me footage and I can make it a
video.
But then it’s like you have so
many choices in the way that you do
that. And how that means so much
for the way that someone is going to
absorb that information.
E: Right. Right.
H: So yeah, I don’t know, it’s
kind of like a weird jump from land
art but I think it’s the way that you
think about anything can relate to
any other topic.
E: Well, yeah, but I think what
you say is like your point about —

the mediated nature of land art
which is really just like everything
is mediated but it is a really a good
example of this thing that’s like kind
of supposed to be experiential — but
for most of the world isn’t by design,
you know what I mean? But also
I don’t know, it’s just yeah — I’m
thinking about the way in which
Instagram — I guess it’s like why are
people going to Marfa because they
think it’s beautiful on Instagram?
Is it because Beyoncé jumped in
front of Prada Marfa? Is it because
it’s weird? You know what I mean?
What did Instagram do...?

*

H: Yeah, I mean, I think it’s
in one way it just raised awareness
because people saw more pictures
*

Beyoncé posted this image on her website (beyonce.com)
from her 2012 visit to Marfa. In the picture she poses
in front of the sculpture Prada Marfa by Elmgreen and
Dragset, made in 2005. The sculpture is located 40 miles outside
Marfa. It is one of the most well known artworks in Marfa. In the
2007–2012 CW television show, Gossip Girl, one of the characters
was a NYC gallerist and she had a prominent "Prada Marfa" sign in
her home.

*

then yeah, it’s like, “Oh, I’ll go to El
Cosmico weekend28 and look so cool,
so hippie, and I don’t know, and it’ll
be fun and I’ll look cool.” I mean,
that’s the most dumbed-down way of
putting it, but I do think that social
media has definitely changed the
way that we think about how we do
things, right?
E: Absolutely. It’s funny
because there’s this — so, John C’s
girlfriend, Diana?

*

of it and yeah, it has great light.
It’s very photogenic. So they’re like,
“Oh, what is this beautiful place?”
Just like in the simplest way, and
*

A screenshot of the #marfatexas hashtag on Instagram.

Every September El Cosmico hosts the annual TransPecos Festival of Music + Love. El Cosmico advertises
itself as a “Bohemian West Texas Nomadic Hotel” and
features refurbished trailers, tepees, yurts, and military style canvas
tents for “glamping”.
28

*

A poster for the 2019 Trans-Pecos Festival of Music +
Love, featuring Boyd Elder (January 12, 1944–October 6,
2018). Elder was a native of the neighboring town Valentine and a feature at nearly every Marfa event. He was an artist
whose work was the cover artwork for The Eagles’ 1975 album One
of These Nights and their compilation album Their Greatest Hits
(1971–1975).

H: Yeah. Yeah.
E: She is a painter and she had
this group of— she’s like a miniaturist.
H: Yeah, I know, I’ve seen her
paintings. I think they’re really nice.
E: I know. I bought two of them.

you.”

*

H: Nice.
E: Weird because I’ve never
bought art before. And I don’t think
that I would have but I was so — I
really wanted to write about them
and I pitched it to Artforum, and
they like — I was like, ”Um.” I was
like “They’re these miniature landscapes of Marfa”.
*

Diana Simard, Alley and Moon, 2019. Oil with mica particles on maple, 6 X 6 inches. Private collection New York.

H: Haha, they’re like, “Fuck

E: Oh! I know it sounds weird,
but I think it’s really resonant for
this moment. But what I love about
her paintings is it’s like they are —
the one that I got, it’s so cool. It is
square so it’s like that Instagram
format. And then it’s like — she
painstakingly layers over a year — on
each one all of the different painting
layers so it really glows. It almost
looks back-lit in the way that a film
sort of holds an image. And then
they’re these very— I don’t know,
like vernacular sort of — like what
you would see through the eyes of
being in Marfa for the first time.
And one of them is this view
that was like down — it’s literally
because they’re in same neighborhood as that first house that Kylie
and I lived in. I don’t know if you
remember —
H: On Bonnie Street? Or the
one down by Philadelphia Street?
E: Yeah, the one next to the
Miniature Rooster.28
H: Yeah, yeah.
E: It’s like back through that
28

Miniature Rooster was a restaurant that no longer exists
owned by chef Rocky Barnette, my favorite thing to eat
there was the grilled Caesar salad.

alley. And I walked down that alley,
and it’s like — yeah, anyways, so I
loved that house. Or I love that view.
And it just reminded of the kind of
timelessness.
Because I think it’s so easy to
hate all the tourists in Marfa right
now, especially because it’s gotten so
overwhelming and hate the Instagram culture of it. But then also
understand — it’s not universal that
people love Marfa, but those little
views — are the immediate ones and
then are sometimes so lasting, if
that makes sense?
H: No, it makes total sense. I
immediately was thinking about my
first house — the little house. And
the fence was like that scalloped
corrugated metal and it had the
most amazing cactus, a prickly-pear
on the side that went really, really
high. And people would always
photograph it. I found it on blogs
and stuff. And it was just like some
shit that Doc Don29 had thrown
together, you know what I mean?
But it was so beautiful and iconic in
that way.
E: Right. Beautiful for you and
29

My landlord, Don, moved to town in the 90s, he owned
and ran the health clinic in town. He was not actually a
Doctor, but a Physician’s Assistant, everyone called him
‘Doc Don’. For years the only actual doctor in town was a Chiropractor, although now there is another doctor at the community
health clinic who came to Marfa as part of a program to bring
health providers to rural communities in the US.

beautiful for them, it’s just like a
weird...it does have that quality.
H: Yeah, I wonder what will
happen to little old Marfa.
E: I know. I know, it’s really
weird. Last time I was there the
Natural Wine Store was having a
party and I was like, “Oh my god!”

*

H: There’s a Natural Wine
Store?
E: Oh yeah, it’s Marfa Wine
Company now.
H: [Laughter] Who is responsible for that?
E: I walked by and I couldn’t
help but saying, like really loudly—
it was really inappropriate — he
*

A picture of the fence and cactus at my old house, as
found on Instagram posted by Terry Tex Toler, @marfatex.

like dresses — like an old — do you
remember how the El Cosmico Crew
used to dress? Like they were like
banditos or whatever?
[Laughter]

*

H: Yeah, yeah, I remember.
E: This one guy dresses like he
was on, you know what I mean, like
on the frontier and just like — it’s
just —
H: I can imagine.
E: And I’m like, “You’re
peddling natural wine. You live in
Houston,” I think most of the time.
I was just like, why is he dressed
like a clown?
H: Like his Marfa costume?
E: It’s like his Marfa costume!
I don’t know, I feel like it’s just
becoming increasingly bad. Or I feel
like — I mean, I don’t know. It’s less
like people who are just searching
for something or escaping something
*

This photo from 2009 (the year I moved to Marfa) is of the
original crew who opened El Cosmico. Some of them had
moved to Marfa initially not as employees of El Cosmico,
but as part of the costume and prop crew for the filming of There
Will Be Blood, which was filmed there around the same time that
No Country for Old Men was also filmed in Marfa.

and more like people coming there
to profit off of what’s already been
built.
H: Totally. I mean, yeah,
remember our first few years living
there, it was like you had “Michael
Stroggoff,” 30 and Rosa and Yoseff
had “Entrance.” 31 There were so
many just like weird experiments
that you could afford to do because
there was so much space and people
were into just doing weird things.
E: Yeah. Now it’s all like furniture — people are doing things that
are like, I don’t know, I don’t know.
They’re like “makers.”
[Laugher]
E: Yeah, I don’t know if this has
been helpful for you…
H: Oh my god, yes. Sorry, I
forgot we’re still recording. Okay,
yeah, that was great. And it’s going
to take me like seven weeks to transcribe this so we’ll see. Apparently
with this app I can pay to have it
transcribed so I’m going to see if
that works.32

30

Erin ran a small experimental gallery called
Michael Strogoff. The name is from a Jules Verne novel
of the same name. There are stories about how Marfa
got it's unusual name. Marfa was originally built as a water stop
for the steam engine, the most common story about the name is
that the head of Union Pacific was inspecting the rail with his wife,
she was reading a book with a character named Marfa, and named
the water stop after this character. Most people assumed the book
was The Brothers Karamazov, by Dostoyevsky, published in 1880,
around the same time Marfa was established, but it may be more
likely that the book was Michael Strogoff, which was published
in 1876.
31
32

Entrance was another (very) small experimental gallery,
with a sign above the door that said "entrance".

The App I used to record this transcript was called "Call
Record". This interview was designed by Hilary duPont,
with the guidance of Ryan Waller, using the typefaces
Univers LT and New Century Schoolbook LT.
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Paper was invented in China, but it
quickly was picked up in Japan and
has been perfected over the centuries.
While we were visiting the Awagami
Paper factory we cut down the mulberry branches, steamed them and
stripped the bark. We then took the
bark and cleaned it, soaked it, beat it
to a (literal) pulp, and then mixed it
with Neri (from seaweed) and used it
to make paper.
Paper is one the most culturally
important materials in Japan. It is
used for calligraphy, printmaking,
shoji screens, religious rites and
much more. UNESCO considers Japanese paper-making to be an Intangible Cultural Heritage.
This lettering was traced from
pieces of ripped paper, the fiber of
the paper is evident where the edges
are more straight or rough, depending on whether or not the paper was
torn against the grain.

One of the Buddhist Temples that
we visited was the Water Temple by
Tadao Ando. Ando practiced a style of
architecture called ‘critical regionalism’ which tries to counter the placelessness of the International Style by
embedding cultural specificity into
modernist architecture.
You enter the Water Temple by
way of a staircase that sinks below
the surface of a lotus pond. Once
below the surface there is a round
temple space built within a square
space. Ando references ancient
Buddhist Temples with red gridded
screens.
For this type concept I created a
grid based on the floorplan of Ando’s
Water Temple and developed a lettering system that could be built out of
that grid.

Kasuri is a type of Japanese fabric
that has been woven with fibers
dyed specifically to create patterns
and images in the fabric. I visited a
Kasuri textile mill, where we got to
see the yarn being dyed, as well as
the looms at work.
This typographic treatment is
based on the practice of resist dying
the yarn that results in a pattern on
the fabric. The letter shape is based
on Eurostile, which is a very popular
typeface for translations using the
Latin alphabet in Japan. The square
glyphs in Eurostile fit well alongside the square Japanese characters.
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